Giant Cell Tumor: Cyst of the Intercondylar Fossa of the Knee (A Reported Case)
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Abstract

Giant cell tumors of the synovial sheaths (GCTSS), or tenosynovial giant cell tumor, or hemopigmented villonodular synovitis, develop from the articular and periarticular synovium. LVPS may be clinically indistinguishable from meniscal injury or other internal disturbance. This lesion is histologically identical to its diffuse counterpart but has a different behavior and response to treatment. MRI usually reveals a variable-sized nodule with a decreasing heterogeneous signal on T1-weighted and T2-weighted images. In arthroscopy; there is a slightly pigmented synovial mass; with punctate purpura if the tourniquet is swollen, in the absence of other lesions should alert the surgeon of the diagnosis. The treatment consists of a wide-marginal arthroscopic resection, the prognosis of which is excellent if it is complete.
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INTRODUCTION

Giant cell tumors of the synovial sheaths (GCTSS), or tenosynovial giant cell tumor, or hemopigmented villonodular synovitis, develop from the articular and periarticular synovium. These tumors constitute a benign proliferative disorder of the synovium, the etiopathogenesis of which remains undetermined. The most widely accepted theory is that proposed by Jaffé et al.,[1] which suggests reactive or regenerative hyperplasia of the synovium secondary to an inflammatory process.

We report a case of a GCT with the same clinical characteristics and even on magnetic resonance imaging.

CLINICAL CASE

A 56-year-old patient, sedentary, consulted for posterior pain of mechanical rhythm of the right knee with effusion during the efforts for six months without a triggering factor found and without any notion of instability. On clinical examination the pain was of non-specific posterior position limiting passive and active flexion from 90 degrees of flexion. The patient was in genu-varum at 2TDD. Absence of laxity in the frontal and sagittal planes.

The x-ray did not find any bone lesion. In order to complete the assessment, an MRI was written and objectified a mass of 18mm long axis at the level of the intercondylar notch of long axis contiguous to the proximal part of the anterior cruciate ligament (Fig-1) well limited, heterogeneous hypersignal in PD FS, hyposignal in T1, and is heightened in a homogeneous manner after injection, evoke a mucoid cyst of the intercondylar fossa of the knee. A surgical indication for arthroscopic treatment of the lesion was retained.

Fig-1 : MRI: mass of 18mm long axis at the level of the intercondylar notch of long axis contiguous to the proximal part of the ACL well limited, heterogeneous hypersignal in PD FS, hyposignal in T1, and is heightened in a homogeneous manner after injection, evoke a mucoid cyst of the intercondylar fossa of the knee
The operation was performed under spinal anesthesia in the dorsal decubitus position with a pneumatic tourniquet by conventional methods. The exploration finds a stage 1 chondropathy in the patella, the rest of the knee compartments are intact, the meniscus are intact, the anterior cruciate ligament is a little effit but well stretched, we will pass our arthroscope posteriorly: we visualize the tumor which is in the indentation and which is fleshy yellow-brown in appearance, we take a biopsy of the tumor. Complete resection of the lesion by arthroscopic postero-internally with the basket clamp and during this resection the anterior cruciate ligament was damaged and became partly effective. After resection, the mobile fragment was sent for pathology. Histological analysis found a dual aspect characteristic of a giant cell tumor of the tendon sheaths: densely cellular lesion made on the one hand by sectors of spindle cells without notable atypia, on the other hand, we observe a few multinucleated giant cells. histiocytic type. There is a little brownish hemosiderin pigment within the lesion.

Full immediate support was authorized with flexion limitation to 90° for 1 month. At the clinical check-up at 1 month, the symptoms had disappeared.

**DISCUSSION**

Pigmented villonodular synovitis is a benign synovial proliferation of unknown etiology. Myers and Masi [2] calculated the annual incidence to be between 1.8 and 9.2 cases per million. Dorfman [3] and Lopez-Vazquez et al., [4] estimated the frequency of LPVNS to be 1 in 2,500 arthroscopies. Bravo et al., [5] examined 190 cases of PVNS, of which only 6% were localized forms. PVNS affects both males and females, although most of our patients are males in the third and fourth decades of life [6-10] and 67% of cases are the knee, according to one study by Monghal et al., [11].

In most of the diffuse forms, the diagnosis does not pose a problem in front of an evocative picture (repeated hemarthrosis with pain then stiffness, radiographic mirror geodes, cortical erosions, osteoarthritis) [13, 14].

For certain diffuse forms and especially for localized forms, the observation of non-specific symptoms makes the diagnosis difficult. The discomfort is constant but the clinical presentation can be variable: blockage (30 to 100%), effusion (53 to 90%), diffuse pain (66 to 100%), decrease in mobility (45%), palpation of a mass (11 to 80%) or pain next to the line spacing which may suggest a meniscal lesion (10 to 34%) [14, 6-8, 13]. Clinic may also suggest an intra-articular free foreign body [16] and symptoms related to associated cartilage damage are possible [11, 17].

Thus, although as early as 1967, Granowitz and Mankin 7 inferred of the need to evoke localized VNS in the event of mechanical disturbance of the knee with episodic pain or blockage 7, the preoperative diagnosis of meniscal lesion is retained in 30% of cases of PVNS. 6 and for Pinaroll et al., [18], the diagnosis of SVN was mentioned in only 25% of localized forms.

In PVNS, the x-ray may rarely find geodes but is very often normal [18]. Although x-rays of the knee tend to be normal [19], the characteristic images described by McMaster [20] can be seen in advanced cases: round, ovaloid geodes or finger-forms surrounded by a thin sclera halo on both sides of the common line. These appear between 16% and 67% [21] of the diffuse forms. Sometimes small cystic formations or cortical erosion can be seen in LPVNS [22-24].

MRI usually reveals a nodule of varying size with a decreasing heterogeneous signal on both T1-weighted and T2-weighted images [7, 25, 26]. This is due to the ferromagnetic properties of hemosiderin, which causes a shortened relaxation time in T1 weighting and T2 weighting. This effect depends on the hemosiderin concentration [27].

MRI is also the technique of choice in cases of suspected recurrence [5, 7, 25]. Although MRI significantly assists in the identification of PVNS, it is not specific and the differential diagnosis with synovial chondromatosis, synovial hemangioma, rheumatoid arthritis, hemophilic arthropathy, amyloid arthropathy, and desmoid tumor should be performed [5, 6, 23, 26].

The rate of recurrence of the diffuse form is related to whether the synovectomy is complete [8, 25, 31]. Excellent results are obtained by excising the nodule and synovectomy of the implantation base [6, 12, 14, 21, 22, 28]. The Tiec et al., [25] reported a case of recurrence of the localized form in which the base had not been completely removed.

Excision of localized forms of PVNS is the rule [23]. As the morbidity is lower, the arthroscopic technique should be preferred, provided that the entire lesion can be removed. After arthroscopic resection, Dines et al. (5) report 90% excellent results for the Lysholm score at 5 years and Rhee et al., [2] found an average Ogilvie-Harris score of 8 to 9 years of follow-up. The recurrence rate after arthroscopic resection is 0% for mean decline of 3 to 5 years [5, 18, 28, 29] except for Rhee et al., [2] who report 18% recurrence (2 cases out of 11, with a delay of 6 and 9 months postoperatively). Cauterization and complete excision of the foot of the lesion would decrease the risk of recurrence [15, 30].

Finally, if a meniscal lesion is associated with PVNS, the treatment of both lesions is done at the same time [5, 31]. In our case, we resected the PVNS arthroscopically and sutured the meniscal disinsertion induced by resection of the foot of the lesion.
CONCLUSION
LVPS may be clinically indistinguishable from a meniscal injury or other internal derangement. The lesion is histologically identical to its diffuse counterpart but has a contrasting behavior and response to treatment. Arthroscopic findings of a mildly pigmented synovial mass; with punctate purpura if the tourniquet is inflated, in the absence of other evidence of injury should alert the arthroscopist to the diagnosis. The prognosis after arthroscopic wide-marginal resection should be excellent if careful attention is given to complete resection.
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